[A tracking function of human eye in microgravity and during readaptation to earth's gravity].
The paper summarizes results of electro-oculography of all ways of visual tracking: fixative eye movements (saccades), smooth pursuit of linearly, pendulum-like and circularly moving point stimuli, pursuit of vertically moving foveoretinal optokinetic stimuli, and presents values of thresholds and amplification coefficients of the optokinetic nystagmus during tracking of linear movement of foveoretinal optokinetic stimuli. Investigations were performed aboard the Salyut and Mir space stations with participation of 31 cosmonauts of whom 27 made long-term (76 up to 438 day) and 4 made short-term (7 to 9 day) missions. It was shown that in space flight the saccadic structure within the tracking reaction does not change; yet, corrective movements (additional microsaccades to achieve tracking) appeared in 47% of observations at the onset and in 76% of observations on months 3 to 6 of space flight. After landing, the structure of vertical saccades was found altered in half the cosmonauts. No matter in or after flight, reverse nystagmus was present along with the gaze nystagmus during static saccades in 22% (7 cosmonauts) of the observations. Amplitude of tracking vertically, diagonally or circularly moving stimuli was significantly reduced as period on mission increased. Early in flight (40% of the cosmonauts) and shortly afterwards (21% of the cosmonauts) the structure of smooth tracking reaction was totally broken up, that is eye followed stimulus with micro- or macrosaccades. The structure of smooth eye tracking recovered on flight days 6-8 and on postflight days 3-4. However, in 46% of the cosmonauts on long-term missions the structure of smooth eye tracking was noted to be disturbed periodically, i.e. smooth tracking was replaced by saccadic.